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SJ. Bastrukov. F. Deák. A. Kitt . Z. Seres: Time evoiuUon of the mast exchange •" 0 r «*"0 
heavy Ion collisions. KFK11989 64/A 

ABSTRACT 

On the basis of a mecroecoptcal approach to the description of two Interpenetratino quantal 
objects, the eolations of two tlutd hydrodynamics for the cotuatastaeje of deeply toeiasito heavy-ton 
coWstone are formulated. The elasticity of the tons Is snaltzed In peripheral mass exchange reecttont 
at Inlermedbte energies. The system of closed equations of Newtonian mechanics, which 
simultaneously describes the motion of the tons along classical trajectories a» wo» as the mass 
time evolution during the Interaction period are derived and solved. The rote of mass exchange in 
the friction force it discussed. 

С И . Баструков, Ф. Деак, А. Кие, 3. Вереек Динамика иассообиена в периферических 
столкновениях тяжелых ядер. KFKI-1989-5*»/А 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

На основе макроскопического описании динамики вэаимопроникаощи). квантовых 
объектов выводятся уравнения двуяидкостиой гидродинамики для изучения стадии ко-
алесцеиции сталкивающихся ионов в реакциях, сопровощдавцихся обменом нуклонами. 
В двужидкостной картине исследована эластичность ядер, проявляющаяся в перифери
ческих столкновениях. Основным результатом является формулировка самосогласован
ной классической динамики массообмеиа на стадии сцепления и относительного дви
жения ядер по классическим траекториям. 

Battrukov 8.I., Deák F., Kitt A., Serét 2.: A tömegesére időbeli változása perifériális nehéz ion 
ütközésekben KFK11989 64/A 

KIVONAT 

A dolgozatban két, egymásbamerűlö kvantumobjektum leírásának makroszkopikus 
megközelítését ismertetjük a két folyadék hidrodinamikai egyenletek alapján a mélyen rugalmatlan 
nehézion ütközésekre. Az ionok rugalmas tulajdonságát a perifériális tömegkicserélödóel reakciók 
alapián kezeljük közepes ütközési energiáknál. Egy klasszikus mechanikai egyenletrendszerrel 
szimultán leírjuk az ionok klasszikus trajektorlált, valamint a tömeg időben változását a kölcsönhaiási 
periódus alatt A tömeg kicserélődést a szokásos súrlódási erők alapján tárgyaljuk. 
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1. Introduction 

At the present stage of heavy-ion collisions theory it is accepted that the common 
features of the deeply inelastic processes may be well understood on the basis of New
tonian dynamics, since the experimental cross sections at small angles are reminiscent of 
those for the Rutherford scattering. The inelastic component, which is responsible for 
transfer of energy and angular momentum from relative to intrinsic motion, during the 
cohesion period, is described by including friction forces. This approach is applied to the 
investigation of nucleus-nucleus reactions, when the mass of each ion remains unchanged 
before and after the collision 1 - J ) , as well as for processes, which are accompanied by a 
flow of nuclear matter from one nucleus to the other *~6). In the first kind of collisions the 
nuclei are assumed to be rigid undeformable spheroids with constant masses. The friction 
coefficient is regarded to be constant and differs from zero only during the nuclei cohesion. 
Then all parameters of the system are fixed and the relevent variables are the variables of 
the relative motion. Therefore an equation of classical dynamics turns out to be sufficient 
to cover the whole process from approaching of the ions each other before touching and 
flying toward infinity after the collision. 

In the framework of dynamical description of the mass exchange reactions one has to 
be restricted either to the amalgamation stage only, since the reduced mass of the nuclei 
ceases to be the same in the incoming and the outgoing channels, or introduce an additional 
condition at the moment of rupture to describe the the whole process of the collision 7 ) . 
ThfPlatter becomes clear if one consider the general form of the Newtonian equation, which 
governs the relative motion of ions along classical trajectories 

" I F = F i -kiVi ( u ) 

Here fi = j$\fy and Vi are the reduced mass and the tth component of relative velocity, 
respectively. The Fi stands for the tth component of the conservative forces acting between 
the nuclei and &< are the friction coefficients which for different components of relative 
motion sometimes are choosen to be different. It is clear now that the reduced mass of 
the ions in the incoming channel is not equal to that in the outgoing channel due to the 
nucleon transfer, even when the total mass of the nuclei M = M[n + Jl/j" « Jl/f*1 <r Щ%% 

remains the same before and after the interaction. The problem is how to formulate a 
self-consistent dynamical description for the change of the ion's mass due to the particle 
transfer during the cohesion period and for the motion along classical trajectories before 
and after tlie contact. The present paper addresses these questions. 
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It should be noted that the basic fcmemauc equations for the particle exchange pro
cesses can be exactly established also in the framework of classical mechanics, a* it have 
been first shown rather long ago in ref. s), without special consideration of the wall or 
window dissipation mechanisms9'10). 

In Sect.2 we analyze the degree of nuclear elasticity at intermediate energy of deeply 
inelastic processes on the basis of equations of the two-fluid hydrodynamics which are 
deduced there. In Sect .3 we obtain the closed system of the equations of classical dynamics 
for both processes, i.e. for the motion of the ions along Newtonian trajectories and for 
the mass exchange between them during the interaction period. The solutions of the mass 
transfer equations are considered there as well. Sect.4 contains the short discussion of the 
obtained results. 

2. Two-fluid hydrodynamics of the cohesion stage 

We shall start the analysis of the reaction with the stage when colliding nuclei are 
in close cohesion. For this purpose it seems to be useful the concept of the heteronudear 
system or "heteronucleus" as a dynamically nonequilibrium state of the composite sys
tem. To be specific, we adopt that before the colÜsion both the ions are characterized 
by different mean velocity, mass and energy densities as well as kinetic coefficients. From 
the hydrodynamical standpoint the amalgamation of the two nuclei may be provisionally 
regarded as a mixing process of two heterogeneous finite systems. The treatment of the 
general theory of such systems may be found, for example, in ref. 1 1) and its application« 
to the heavy-ion collisions physics is given i n 1 2 ) and references therein. As in w ) we shall 
assume that the heteronucleus has well defined single-connected shape. The total spatial 
volume, but not the shape of its surface, is regarded to be fixed during the whole period 
of the coalescence. The time of existing the heteronucleus has to be identified with the 
relaxation time the compound-nuclear to be reached. This is the main distinction between 
the compound-nucleus and the heteronucleus. The period of coalescence in deeply inelastic 
collisions at intermediate energies bom 20 to 100 MeV/nucleon is shorter or of order of 
the relaxation time 1 3 ) . It is shorter also than a life-time of the thermodynamically equi
librated composite system *' 1 4 ) . Therefore one may assume that the heteronuclear state 
characterizes the whole period of close touching as well as in precompound reactions. 

It should, however, be most decidedly emphasised that regarding the stage of cohesion 
of the ions in the two-liquid picture is no more than a convenient description, because of 
the mentioned distinctions between colliding nuclei, first of all between their densities, has 
the dynamical character, but not absolute one. Upon reaching the thermal equilibrium 
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ttoheteronuckar phase descend into the compound one. The Utter, as is known, has been 
«•В understood on the ground of one-fluid or homogeneous hydrodynamics - liquid drop 

As it was shown in re t 1 5 ) the hydrodynamics! description of two interpenetrating 
quantum objects may be given on the ground of two coupled Schrodinger-Шве equations 

aatifr,t) m . ^ - A f « ( r i O + öii(r,«)ti(r,«)+ ИЪ(г,1)*,(г,г), ' (2.1) 

ih9**™ = - ^ A * , ( r , t ) + Ife(r,t)*s№) + Wa,(M)*,(r,0, (*2) 

юг macroscopic wave functions in Madelung representation 

*.(r,f) - > /Йм5е , 5 - ( м ) . (2.3) 

Here 

Л,(М)=Ид(М)1а, (2.4) 

and 
u e(M) = £vS e(r,f), (2.5) 

may be recognized as bulk density and mean velocity fields, respectively, i.e. as a fluid» 
dynamical variables of the ingredients of a two-liquid mixture. By m the reduced mass 
of particles setting in transport process is denoted and hereafter a = 1,2. This way of 
interpreting the wave function of the system as a whole has been first given in the semi-
microscopical Ginzgurg-Landau theory of superconductivity " ) . However, it does not 
exclude the orthodox quantum mechanical treatment of these equations. In particular, 
in ref. 1 7) the system of eqs.(2.1), (2.2) has been proposed for the purely quantal descrip
tion of the two-particle transfer reactions. The method of obtaining the one-fluid nuclear 
hydrodynamics by means of the Madelung transform is given in ref.1*). 

In eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) potentials l/ц and Un describe the collective degrees of freedom 
for each of the ions before and after the contact. They define the properties of the ions 
in the ground state and those induced by nearing of them. First of all they describe the 
static and dynamical deformations, which are important in the description of reactions 
nearby the Coulomb barrier. The potentials W12 and Wn stand for the amplitudes of the 
penetration of one nucleus into another and are responsible for the mass exchange. Both 
U and W are considered here to be real functions of the position and time, however, if one 
would regard them as complex functions the principal results of the present consideration 
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valid as well. Besides, it is suggestiv« that the potentials Wn and Wn ate Afferent from 
•его only during the interaction time. 

Substituting (2.3) and (2.5) into eqs.(2.1), (2£) and separating real and imaginary 
parts of the result, we obtain the equations of two-fluid hydrodynamics 

^ U + VMr,i) e i (r , i ) ) = -iha(r,«)Vft(r,tMM), (2.6) 

^ ^ + V(Ä(r,*)M 2(r,0) = ̂ ( М ) > Ш Й М ) , (2.7) 

Pi(r,«)^pÖ = f j l + ^ ä ^ ( r , O M r , f K « i ( r , 0 - »a(r,0), (2.8) 

А ( г , 1 ) 4 Й ! а = f„ + ^^>/ Л (г , /Ыг,«К»1(г.* ) - »a(M)), (2.») 
where 

,„(,,<) = !ÍÜ2^LÍ) im(51(r,0 - Stfr,«)), (2.10) 

Ы М ) - ^ ^ j ^ s u ^ r , * ) - Stfr.«)), (2.11) 

« d £ = & + (uV). 
In the framework of the fluid-dynamical description, the quantities n« and n« have 

to be regarded as mass-diflusion coefficients, which determine the rate of dissolving of one 
nucleus into the other. These parameters should be adjusted from experiment. We shall 
assume henceforth that the -̂parameters are constants. The terms tu and t%\ represent 
the densitiestof forces in the heteronuclear mixture and contain all the possible interactions, 
which are independent of the mean velocities u*. 

It is worthwhile to stress that the procedure of deriving the fluid-dynamical equations 
from the quantum mechanical two-level problem reflects the fact that these two descriptions 
do not contradict each other. 

The main issue of tnit section is to test to what extent the two-fluid picture is suitable 
to describe the gnnng collisions at intermediate energies from 20 to 100 MeV/nucleon. 
At is well established the period of the contact of ionéin such kind of reactions is much 
shorter compared to those lor headon one. In the latter case the system may approach 
rather closer to compound-nuclear formation. Therefore the coalescence of the nuclei in 
peripheral collisions should not lead to a considerable redistributions of the original fields 
of mean velocity and of bulk density. Bearing in mind this assumption, we shall consider 
the amplest case of spatially homogeneous mean velocity distributions and put 
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where И« are the center-of-gravity positions of each km in moment I, in the lab frame. 
Let us consider the properties of elasticity of nuclei on the basis of the obtained 

equations in approximation of tbe spatially homogeneous density destributions when p„ = 
Pb(t). There ate two cases depending on value of the mass-diffusion parameter if, namely, 
either 

»» * 4M = »i (2ЛЗ) 

or 

Чп¥ы- (214) 

It is easy to see that the condition (2.13) together with eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) gives 

Po = /*i(<) + ft(0 == constant, (2.15) 

that, in turn, just mean the total mass conservation in the course of collision, since we 
have assumed that the total volume of the heteronuclear stage is constant. 

On account of (2.13), the time evolution of the density, for example first of the ions, 
is given by 

* ^ = -»V*W(*-*(<)). (216) 
Since eq.(2.16) is linear, the stability of the density oscillations can be investigated with 
respect to the harmonic perturbations of the form 

M O - Ä W + Л«-* - 1. (2.17) 

where p%(t) are the densities of a local quasi-equUibrium state, hi terms of the small 
density deviations 6pi(t) = p\t~twt, eq.(2.16) is replaced as 

í i t íU- ' ^ . • - л - И а О ) . (2.И) 
dt 2y/pl°p20 

Wmi—S—tf-pfr (2.10) 
Finally we find 

i.e. the frequency turns out to be purely imaginary. The latter just means that the 
hydrodynamical or the sound pulses, in either the target and the projectile fragments will 
be damped out. Besides, under equalization of the densities of both the ingredients, the 
system as a whole loses the stability with respect to the sound vibrations. Thus, we found 
that if the total density is approximatelly constant during the interaction time, the nuclei 
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behave themselves as two incompressible liquid drops or as inelastic rigid-like bodies. That 
is precisely what is observed in peripheral collisions at intermediate energies. 

Let us now analyze the sound pulses in the case of different mass-diffusion coefficients 
(2.14). The simple combination of eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) leads to 

^5 4 ~ V/»e» (220) 

from where it follows that during the collision without total mass conservation (since the 
•urn of right-hand sides of eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) does not equal to xero), in either ion arise 
the undamped sound vibrations with the same frequency 

and we may conclude that in the processes, when the total mass is not conserved, the 
nuclei to a great extent manifest themselves as a compressible liquid drops. 

3. Time evolution of the mass in classical dynamics 

The advantage of treating the composite system as a mixture of two liquid» is that 
it allows to avoid the selection of the overlap region in order to obtain the mechanical 
variables and parameters through the hydrodynamical ones after integration over the full 
(constant) volume of the heteronucleus. 

It is convenient to present the densities in the form 

pa . M„(t# e(r), (3.1) 

where the dynamical specific volumes фа are normalized so that 

<J6(«)*(r) + A/i(*)*a(*))<fo - Mo, (3.2) I tv 

First, we consider the case of the conservation of the total mass of either fragments 
in the ingoing and outcoming channels of the mass exchange reaction. The assumption 
about the homogeneous densities is then fulfilled. So we have 

/ divpaUo,dv ж A /»aua<ni « 0 . (3.3) 

The integrals on r.h.s. of eqe.(2.6) and (2.7) can be presented in the form 
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emce п = i/n = ijn. The constant Л denotes the drift mass parameter 

A = /W*(r)fc(r)A>. (35) 

As a result, the total system of the dynamical equations in the lab frame can be represented 
as follows 

~ p = -\у/лЩЩГ), (3.6) 

^ | ^ - ХУДЩАЩ, (3.7) 

l í i W ^ = F« + j^M.íiyiftítXV^f) - V 2(i)), (3.8) 

W ) ^ j p = F„ + ^A/i(<)A/a(0(V,(0 - V2(<)}, (3.9) 
where eqs.(3.6), (3.7) determine the time evolution of mass of the ions during the cohesion, 
since the drift mass coefficient Л is not equal to zero during this period only. The rotational 
degrees of freedom are suggested to be frozen, since we are interested here in the processes 
when the creation of a binary system is scarcely probable. In eqs.(3.8) and (3.8) the forces 
Fi? and FJI represent sums of non-dissipative, potential forces acting between nuclei, 
therefore F = F n = - F 2 i . 

In order to obtain the standard form of eqs.(3.8), (3.9) in term of the relative velocity 
one should multiply eq.(3.8) by A/2(t), and eq.(3.9) by Mt(t). Next, from the first equation 
one subtracts the second one. Finally we have 

MO^jjT1 = F - *(<)V(r), (зло) 

where MO - jftSfflffn b t h e rcduced n* 8 8- H e r e v ( 0 = v i ( * ) - v*<') = T F * 
and R(i) = Ri (t) — Пг(0 are the relative velocity and the relative distance between the 
centers-of-gravity of the colliding ions, respectively. 

The friction coefficient к is 

ВД=|^ЩЩЩ|, <зл.) 
Thus we have found that the friction coefficient к in the mass exchange peripheral reactions 
turns out to be function of time unlike the grazing elastic-like peripheral collicions when 
the mass each of the ions remains unchanged before and after the contact. 

The solutions of eqs,(3.6), (3.7) require the knowledge of the mass of the nuclei in 
the incoming and the outgoing channels of reaction. Since the total mass of the nuclei 
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Ы9 = Л/,'" + Мг

ы = A/i- ' + Mt~' befeie and after the collision » the same, eq.(3.7) 
may be replaced as follows 

^ ^ - -А0Щл5̂  Щ (3.12) 
Now it is clearly seen that the variables t and hix in eq.(3.12) are separable, so one can 
write 

where the integral on «he Lh.s. is to be taken firom hi * Alj», i.e. mass of first fragment 
in the incoming channel to M « Aff*1 in the outgoing one. The time integration on the 
rJt*. of eq.(3.l3) covers the period of the direct contact of the ions, i.e. from 0 to the 
interaction time rint. Finally we get the following law for the time evolution for the mast 
of the first km ^____ 

Af,(t) = Мл V V W ^ " L i ( 3 M ) 

For the second one it just is Afj(<) = A/e — Afi(t). The arbitrariness of the drift mass 
parameter Л can be eliminated in all the obtained relations if r ^ is known, indeed, when 
t s nnt the final mass of the first fragment b » Äff**, then from (3.14) we have for Л 

For example, in case of pure Coulomb grazing collision *) the interaction period is г<„« ж 
1.5810"ил. We have found that Л must be of the order of 10" - 10 й*" 1 . This value is 
in reasonable agreement with earlier estimations ") . 

Let us consider now the simple solution of the dynamical equation (3.10), r/hich can 
be realized in fost processes, when one may neglect the forces of potential interactions F, 
i.e. when the relative motion of the ions during the interaction period is caused by the 
friction force only and when the relative velocity does not change away from its original 
direction. Then for the absolute value of V we have 

Eq.(3.12) may be considered as the transformation from variable t to Aij, since we can 
express the latter as follows 
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Ь ten» of V and M„ the eq.(3.16) Ьм the form 

V 

The integrating the left-hand side over V from V" to V"< and the right hand side, in the 
tame way as for eq.(3.13), yield 

It is dearly seen that the obtained connection between relative velocities m the incoming 
and the outgoing channel» does not depend explicitly on the drift mass parameter Л or on 
the friction coefficient k. In iact, this result first has been given in ref.*) on the basis of 
purely kinematic analysis of the mass transfer reaction. However the direct comparison of 
formulas from *) and (3.19) is troubled by the fact that in ') this link has been expressed 
in terms of number of particles entering in the transport process, whereas our result is 
given through masses of the initial and the final products of the reaction. 

Let us turn to the case when the total mass is not conserved. As it was shown in 
previous section the ions may be pictured as a homogeneous compressible liquid drops. In 
this approximation the equations of classical dynamics are 

— ^ « -WiW-W), (3.20) 

* ^ « W * i W M a ( 0 . (3.21) 

ЛМ«)^^ = F« + Ь&уЯЩ}Щ(уМ - V3(«)), (3.22) 

mfPjp- = F„ + ^у/Щ{ЩГ)(У^) - V2(0), (3.23) 
In terms of the reduced mass and the relative velocity, eqs.(3.22), (3.23) can be rewritten 
in the same form as eq.(3.10), however the friction coefficient is 

Eqs.(3.20) and (3.21) may be represented also as follows 
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^ = ̂ л /Йь (Ш> 

Í ^ = - H , ' V ^ , (3.27) 
and both can be reduced to 

d 

where 
«-^^SE. (3.28) 

By taking into account that Ma(t = 0) = M„in and M„(i ш т.»,) « Me"' , we have found 
that during the cohesion the mass of the ions will evolve as 

M«, = М%* coe2wt - v . *—2— 
вши)nnt мЬ™*** rin2urf+ 

+ T J 1 _ / ^ 
ум»«' 

M"» sinawf. (3.29) 

It ie easy to check that the connection between V°4t and Vin in this свае » given by the 
expression (3.19) as well, under the conditions mentioned above. 

The equation of time evolution of the energy may be obtained from eq.(3.10), after 
its scalar multiplication by V , i.e. 

*M = V.V-g(t)E(t). (3.30) 

Here E(t) = fi(t)^ is the energy of the relative motion and the function g(t) is deter
mined as follows 

9(t) j \Хщ1 — T ) - A„y jj-^J . (3.31) 

This equation may be esed for finding of Q-value of the reaction, 
hi figs.l and 2 we have ploted the time dependence« of the mass and the friction 

coefficient for the reactions i4N (mHo,X)Y, investigated at the K500 cyclotron of MSU 
, 0 ~ и ) , where as final products Г one has detected *'4i, т'»» , 0Яе, м о - w p 1 i n d i o - n c 

The calculations have been carried out for the processes with total mass conservation. 
The mass drift paraméter Л have been adjusted from eq.(3.16) and we have found that 
А к Ю 3 1 *" 1 . This is in reasonable agreement with estimations of the interaction time 
collected in ref.3). The more general case require the knowledge of three parameters Aj2, 
Хг\ and r f n < . However we may note that Л \г\ • З-Ю 2 1*" 1 and А» я 0.3« 10" s" 1 and the 
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interaction time Tint = 0J210~21s are choosen, the time dependence of the maw and the 
friction coefficient, calculated with aid of (3.29) and (3.24), respectively, have almost the 
same forms as in figs.1 and 2. It is seen that the smooth change of the projectile mass, 
i.e. MJV, causes the smooth decrease of the friction coefficient during the interaction time. 
We stress again that the knowledge of the Л, strongly infuence the period of mass transfer, 
howevei the problem of the consistent its calculations is beyond the scope of the presented 
theory. 

4. Conclusion« 

The principal results of this study are as follows. 
i) In the framework of a macroecopical description of two interpenetrating quanta! 

objects we have set up the two-fluid hydrodynamics for investigating the coalescence stage 
of heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies. On the basis of the obtained equations we 
have shown that in grazing processes the colliding nuclei may be modelized to be incom
pressible liquid drops or a quasi-rigid inelastic species, when the total mass of the fragments 
in the incoming and the outgoing channels of the reaction is conserved. In peripheral at 
well as in headon collisions, when the total mass is not preserved, both the target and 
the projectile to many extant display themselves as two homogeneous compressible liquid 
drops. These qualitative conclusions are well supported by all the known theoretical and 
experimental investigations of the grazing dissipative processes. 

ii) From the equations of two-liquid hydrodynamics we have derived the self-consistent 
equations of classical dynamics for the two nuclei the reduced mass of which, due to the 
mass exchange, before and after reaction is not to be the same. The obtained equations 
of Newtonian mechanics obey the requirement of invariancy when changing from a right-
hand system to a left-hand system in accordance with the statement formulated in ref.1). 
Therefore we may conclude that these equations govern the whole process of the collision. 
The procedure of obtaining the Newtonian equations permits to write down them in the 
same form as they have been first introduced heuristically for nucleus-nucleus collision« 
without particle exchange ''*). 

isi) We have found also that in the mass exchange reactions the friction force has to 
be proportional to the first order of the relative velocity of colliding nuclei. The peculiar 
feature of the mass exchange grazing processes is the fact that the friction coefficient turns 
out to be a function of time and essentially depends upon the time evolution of mass 
of the ions. The obtained results are to be justified when the target and the projectile 
masses do not change. In the latter processes the friction coefficient is a constant. It 
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worthwhile to note that the presented approach allows to study the change of the observable 
characteristics such at arose section, angular distribution, energy and angular momentum 
loss, Q-value and so in dependence on number of particles taking part in the transport 
from one ion to the other. The final results may be represented in terms of the mass and 
the relative velocity of the ions in the incoming and the outgoing channel» of the mass 
exchange processes. 
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